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As this year’s United Nations cl imate change negotiations wind their way to aAs this year’s United Nations cl imate change negotiations wind their way to a
conclusion in Paris in December, there are sti l l  a lot of unanswered questions.conclusion in Paris in December, there are sti l l  a lot of unanswered questions.

While much of the focus has been on the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissionWhile much of the focus has been on the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
reduction targets included in the Intended Nationally Determined Contributionsreduction targets included in the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions
(INDC) submitted by governments to the UN, one question that l ingers is what, if(INDC) submitted by governments to the UN, one question that l ingers is what, if
any, long-term emissions goal wil l  be endorsed at the Paris meeting. Theany, long-term emissions goal wil l  be endorsed at the Paris meeting. The
European Union is pushing a European Union is pushing a goalgoal that would slash global GHG emissions to 60% that would slash global GHG emissions to 60%
below their 2010 level by 2050, a goal backed by other governments and manybelow their 2010 level by 2050, a goal backed by other governments and many
green groups.green groups.

Let’s take a quick look at what meeting “60-by-50” might entail . TheLet’s take a quick look at what meeting “60-by-50” might entail . The
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD)Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD)
Environmental Outlook to 2050Environmental Outlook to 2050 report shows that global GHG emissions in 2010 report shows that global GHG emissions in 2010
were 48.4 gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalents, which means that emissionswere 48.4 gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalents, which means that emissions
in 2050 would have to be no more than 19.4 gigatons.in 2050 would have to be no more than 19.4 gigatons.

As the chart below shows, OECD also estimates that, if let unconstrained, GHGAs the chart below shows, OECD also estimates that, if let unconstrained, GHG
emissions would hit nearly 81 gigatons in 2050, with the vast majority of theemissions would hit nearly 81 gigatons in 2050, with the vast majority of the
growth coming from developing countries. (The Intergovernmental Panel ongrowth coming from developing countries. (The Intergovernmental Panel on
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Climate Change 5Climate Change 5thth Assessment Report contains even larger estimates for Assessment Report contains even larger estimates for
unconstrained global emissions in 2050, but we’l l  stick with the OECD numbersunconstrained global emissions in 2050, but we’l l  stick with the OECD numbers
for this exercise.)for this exercise.)

So reaching “60-by-50” is not as simple as just cutting 2010 emissions by 29So reaching “60-by-50” is not as simple as just cutting 2010 emissions by 29
gigatons, which would be a huge task in and of itself. It also means avoidinggigatons, which would be a huge task in and of itself. It also means avoiding
more than 30 gigatons of future emissions, some of which have alreadymore than 30 gigatons of future emissions, some of which have already
happened. This is a staggering amount, equivalent to eliminating total U.S. GHGhappened. This is a staggering amount, equivalent to eliminating total U.S. GHG
emissions every 3.8 years from now to 2050.emissions every 3.8 years from now to 2050.

Then there’s the question of how to share the burden. Developing countriesThen there’s the question of how to share the burden. Developing countries
contend that as “Annex I” (contend that as “Annex I” (i.e.i.e., developed) countries are responsible for most of, developed) countries are responsible for most of
the build-up of atmospheric GHGs, they should go first with deep emission cutsthe build-up of atmospheric GHGs, they should go first with deep emission cuts
that amount to at least an 80% reduction by 2050—a goal the Obamathat amount to at least an 80% reduction by 2050—a goal the Obama
Administration’s acknowledged in its INDC.Administration’s acknowledged in its INDC.

Cutting U.S. emissions 80% by 2050 would shrink the country’s “carbonCutting U.S. emissions 80% by 2050 would shrink the country’s “carbon



footprint,” relative to its economy and population, to levels today seen only infootprint,” relative to its economy and population, to levels today seen only in
poverty-stricken countries Haiti , Afghanistan, North Korea and Chad. It is hardpoverty-stricken countries Haiti , Afghanistan, North Korea and Chad. It is hard
to imagine how an energy-hungry, highly-developed country with a populationto imagine how an energy-hungry, highly-developed country with a population
projected to grow to more than 400 mill ion people by 2050 could realisticallyprojected to grow to more than 400 mill ion people by 2050 could realistically
cut emissions so drastically in such a short space of time.cut emissions so drastically in such a short space of time.

Nevertheless, let’s assume all developed countries succeeded in cuttingNevertheless, let’s assume all developed countries succeeded in cutting
emissions by 80% in 2050. To meet a 60% global target, total emissions fromemissions by 80% in 2050. To meet a 60% global target, total emissions from
developing countries, after rising sharply for decades, eventually would have todeveloping countries, after rising sharply for decades, eventually would have to
plunge well below their 2010 level by 2050 (see the chart nearby). What’s more,plunge well below their 2010 level by 2050 (see the chart nearby). What’s more,
because developing countries wil l  have much larger populations 35 years hence,because developing countries wil l  have much larger populations 35 years hence,
their per capita emissions, about 5 tons in 2010, would have to be move welltheir per capita emissions, about 5 tons in 2010, would have to be move well
below their 2010 level, too.below their 2010 level, too.

Even more sobering is that these outcomes would not be materially differentEven more sobering is that these outcomes would not be materially different
even if developed countries emissions were “0” in 2050.even if developed countries emissions were “0” in 2050.

As a practical matter, this would mean that all  of the increase in developingAs a practical matter, this would mean that all  of the increase in developing
country energy supply in 2050 compared to 2010 would have to be zero-emitting.country energy supply in 2050 compared to 2010 would have to be zero-emitting.
The reality is, of course, that these countries continue to build fossil  fuel plantsThe reality is, of course, that these countries continue to build fossil  fuel plants
with abandon.with abandon.

And who can blame them? Unless developed countries are wil l ing to foot theAnd who can blame them? Unless developed countries are wil l ing to foot the
bil l , developing countries wil l  never accept such emissions l imits because of thebil l , developing countries wil l  never accept such emissions l imits because of the
devastating impacts it would have on their economic progress. They’l l  carry ondevastating impacts it would have on their economic progress. They’l l  carry on
using affordable fossil  fuels because they have an overriding interest inusing affordable fossil  fuels because they have an overriding interest in
boosting growth and l ifting their people out of poverty. Cutting GHG emissionsboosting growth and l ifting their people out of poverty. Cutting GHG emissions
wil l  always take a backseat to these goals.wil l  always take a backseat to these goals.
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EPA’s ozone regulations would decrease GDP by $140 BillionEPA’s ozone regulations would decrease GDP by $140 Billion
annually and force hardworking Americans out of their jobsannually and force hardworking Americans out of their jobs
http://bit.ly/1evy6HQhttp://bit.ly/1evy6HQ

Every American should be concerned about the EPA’s controlEvery American should be concerned about the EPA’s control
of our electricity! of our electricity! http://bit.ly/1K8HsGuhttp://bit.ly/1K8HsGu

What does EPA's Ozone Regulation Mean for YourWhat does EPA's Ozone Regulation Mean for Your
Community?Community?
The Energy Institute is concerned about EPA’s proposed ozone regulations,The Energy Institute is concerned about EPA’s proposed ozone regulations,
which studies have found could be the most expensive regulation everwhich studies have found could be the most expensive regulation everyy
implemented.   EPA’s new regulations wil l  dramatically increaseimplemented.   EPA’s new regulations wil l  dramatically increase
“nonattainment areas” throughout the country. The rules wil l  immediately“nonattainment areas” throughout the country. The rules wil l  immediately
add red tape to economic development that is vital to growing new jobs.add red tape to economic development that is vital to growing new jobs.
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